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We study states in the superconducting gap induced by magnetic impurities using self-con
quantum Monte Carlo with maximum entropy and formally exact analytic continuation methods.
magnetic impurity susceptibility has different characteristics forT0 & Tc0 and T0 * Tc0 (T0: Kondo
temperature;Tc0: superconducting transition temperature) due to the crossover between a doublet
singlet ground state. We systematically study the location and the weight of the gap states and
parameter as a function ofT0yTc0 and the concentration of the impurities. [S0031-9007(96)01547-
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The problem of magnetic impurities in superconducto
has been of great interest for a long time. It involve
the competition of two distinct physical phenomena
The superconducting state, characterized by a transit
temperatureTc0, is formed by the coherent pairing of
electrons with time-reversal symmetry. On the othe
hand, the magnetic moment on the impurity, characteriz
by a Kondo temperatureT0, couples antiferromagnetically
to the conduction electrons and breaks the time-rever
symmetry of the conduction electrons. Thus even a sm
amount of magnetic impurities can break the pairs an
form states within the superconducting gap.

Although many theoretical attempts [1–5] have bee
made to describe these gap states induced by magnetic
purities in superconductors, most of them are based up
perturbative approaches specialized for eitherT0 ø Tc0

or T0 ¿ Tc0. For example, Zittartz, Bringer, and Müller-
Hartmann (ZBM) [2] studied the problem using the
Nagaoka-Suhl approximation which is a self-consiste
high-temperature perturbation theory in the exchan
interaction J which becomes exact whenT0 ø Tc0.
Matsuura [3] used an approximate interpolation metho
between two regimes, and found that for a single spi
1
2 impurity system the ground state (gap state) is
singlet (doublet) forT0 ¿ Tc0 while the ground state
(gap state) is a doublet (singlet) forT0 ø Tc0. It is easy
to understand why the impurity has such states in the
limits. WhenT0 is vanishingly small (J  0) the impu-
rity decouples from the superconducting host and has
doublet ground state. Even whenT0 is finite, but small
(T0 ø Tc0), the superconductivity forms before the im
purity can be screened by the Kondo effect, so it mai
tains its doublet ground state. However, in the limit wher
T0 ¿ Tc0, the Kondo effect completely screens the impu
rity before the superconducting transition temperature
reached. Thus, the impurity will have a singlet groun
state in this limit.

Nonperturbative methods have also been employe
Satori et al. [4] applied the numerical renormalization
group (NRG) method to the problem of a single spin-1

2
impurity in a BCS superconductor at zero temperatur
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This, however, does not account for the self-consiste
effect of a finite concentration of impurities or addres
thermodynamic properties. Jarrellet al. [5] introduced
a self-consistent quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) metho
to the dilute magnetic alloy superconductors and us
the maximum entropy method (MEM) [6] to obtain the
superconducting density of states. Despite the fact th
this QMC method treats the impurity nonperturbatively
the MEM alone does not produce enough resolution for
systematic study due to the complicated structure of t
density of states.

In this Letter we discuss a novel method to over
come these limitations. We use a combination of
self-consistent QMC method for the magnetic impurities
Eliashberg equations for the host superconductors, ME
for the analytic continuation of the impurity Green’s func
tion, and a formally exact analytic continuation metho
[7] for the host Green’s function.

Formalism.—We model the magnetic impurity with a
symmetric Anderson model [8] in the limit of infinite
metallic bandwidth. This model is characterized by a
on-site Coulomb repulsionU and a hybridization width
G  pN0V 2, whereV is the hybridization matrix element
andN0 is the density of states at the Fermi energy. In th
limit U ¿ G, a spin-12 magnetic moment on the impurity
couples antiferromagnetically to the conduction electron
with an exchangeJ  28GypN0U. Then the Kondo
temperatureT0 is defined by [9]

T0  U

s
G

2U
exp

µ
2

pU
8G

1
pG

2U

∂
, (1)

and it is related toTK defined in high-temperature
perturbation theory inJ by TKyT0 . s2ypd2 [10].

We describe the host superconductor with the se
consistent Eliashberg equations. We assume that the c
duction electrons interact with phonons with a couplin
strengthls0d and the phonon density of statesFsvd con-
sists of a Lorentzian-like peak centered atv0. With
the normalization

R`
0 Fsvd dv  1, the electron-phonon

spectrum function,a2Fsvd, is given by
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3621
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sv 2 v0d2 1 v
2
L

2
1

sv 1 v0d2 1 v
2
L

#
.

(2)
When the widthvL  0, it represents Einstein phonon
with frequencyv0. In order to have numerical stability
and a continuous density of states, we choose a fin
value ofvL.

We assume that the concentrationc of impurities
embedded in the superconductors is small, and th
are no correlations between them. In this dilute lim
we can describe the effect of the impurities on th
superconducting state using a standard perturbation the
with an averaget-matrix approximation.

We use2 3 2 matrix Nambu formalism to represen
both the host and impurity Green’s functions. The QM
simulation determines the fully dressed impurity Green
function Gd starting from the initial,U  0, impurity
Green’s functionG0

d . Then we renormalize the hos
(
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Green’s function withGd, and updateG0
d . We iterate

this self-consistent set of equations [5] until convergen
is reached.

This algorithm produces the fully dressed impuri
Green’s functionGdstd in imaginary time as well as
the gap functionDsivnd and the renormalization func
tion Zsivd in Matsubara frequenciesvn  s2n 1 1dpT .
Thus proper analytic continuations to real frequenciesv

are required to obtain the density of states and the im
rity spectral function. Since it has been shown that t
MEM [6] gives good results for various impurity prob
lems, we use the MEM for the impurity Green’s functio
to obtain the impurity spectral functionAsvd andGdsvd.
It was necessary, however, to develop a technique
analytically continue the nonpositive definite off-diagon
term sssAsvdddd12, which we will discuss in a subsequen
paper. Marsiglioet al. [7] presented a formally exac
analytic continuation for the Eliashberg equations. W
extend their formula to this problem by including the dia
onal partsssGdsvdddd11 and the off-diagonal partsssGdsvdddd12

of the impurity Green’s function, and we have
Zsvd  1 2
cV 2sssGdsvdddd11

v
1

ipT
v

X̀
n2`

lsv 2 ivnd
vnp

v2
n 1 D2sivnd

1
ip
v

Z `

2`
dz

3

(
v 2 zp

sv 2 zd2 2 D2sv 2 zd
1
2

a2Fszd
∑

tanh
v 2 z

2T
1 coth

z
2T

∏)
, (3)

DsvdZsvd  2cV 2sssGdsvdddd12 1 pT
X̀

n2`

lsv 2 ivnd
Dsivndp

v2
n 1 D2sivnd

1 ip
Z `

2`
dz

3

(
Dsv 2 zdp

sv 2 zd2 2 D2sv 2 zd
1
2

a2Fszd

"
tanh

v 2 z
2T

1 coth
z

2T

#)
, (4)
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lsvd  2
Z `

2`

dv0 a2Fsv0 d
v 2 v0 1 ih

. (5)

Properly taking care of the singularities in Eqs. (3) and
[11], we solve these self-consistent equations withDsivnd
and Gdsvd. Then the superconducting density of stat
NsvdyN0 is given by

Nsvd
N0

 Re
vp

v2 2 D2svd
. (6)

Results.—We have systematically studied the proble
for many different sets of parameters. We chooseTc0 
0.20 particularly for the results in Figs. 1–4 such th
v0  0.75, ls0d  3.5, andvL  0.25. First of all, we
study a single impurity in a superconductor. We m
infer the form of the magnetic impurity susceptibilityximp

for smallT based on Matsuura’s observation regarding
crossover between a doublet and a singlet ground s
and we have

lim
T!0

x21
imp ø

Ω
T for a doublet ground state,
TedyT for a singlet ground state,

(7)
whered is the energy difference between the ground st
)

s

t

y

e
te,
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and the first excited state (gap state) [12]. Our QM
results for the inverse magnetic impurity susceptibili
x

21
impsT d are shown in Fig. 1 for various values ofT0yTc0.

With extrapolation toT ! 0, x
21
imp has zero intercepts

when T0yTc0 & 1 (the open symbols) but not whe
T0yTc0 * 1 (the filled symbols). With Eq. (7), this
implies that the doublet ground state is favorable f
T0yTc0 & 1 and singlet forT0yTc0 * 1. It should be
possible to see this behavior in NMR measurements
1yT2 ~ ximp .

When the concentration of impurities is small bu
finite, their effects can be seen in the dynamics of t
problem. We use the rescaled concentration of impurit
cp  cyfs2pd2N0Tc0g and chooseT  0.05 where the
superconducting gap of the pure host is 95% of
maximum value. Figure 2 shows the superconduct
density of states for various values ofT0yTc0 whencp 
0.03. For energies above the gap the phonon induc
structure in the density of states is the same as for the p
superconductor (dotted line) but there is also struct
in the gap. AsT0 increases throughTc0 in Fig. 2, the
gap states move toward the center of the gap and m
back to the gap edge. The gap states form at the ce
of the gap atT0yTc0 . 1 where the crossover betwee
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FIG. 1. Inverse magnetic impurity susceptibilityx
21
imp vs TyT0

for various values ofT0yTc0. x
21
imp is normalized with the

magnetic momentm2 andT0.

doublet and singlet ground state occurs and the p
breaking rate is largest due to the mixing of these sta
Figure 3 shows the position of the gap states (relative
the center of the gap) for various values ofT0yTc0 and the
corresponding ZBM results. There is a much better fi
we useT0 instead ofTK in their formula. This is, in fact,
the parametrization chosen when their formula was
to different experiments [13]. Even so, forT0yTc0 & 1,
the gap states move faster than ZBM’s as a function
T0yTc0, which also agrees with experiments [13].

We find that the weight of the gap states (not sho
here) is linearly proportional tocp, which is consisten

FIG. 2. Superconducting density of statesNsvdyN0 for
various values ofT0yTc0 when cp  cyfs2pd2N0Tc0g  0.03.
SinceNsvd is symmetric, only positive frequencies are plotte
The dotted line is for the pure superconductor withTc0  0.20
and T  0.05. D00 is the superconducting gap parameter
the pure superconductor.
air-
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FIG. 3. Normalized location of gap states,y  dyD0, for
various values ofT0yTc0 when cp  cyfs2pd2N0Tc0g  0.01.
d is the energy difference between the center of the gap an
the peak of the gap states, andD0 is the superconducting gap
parameter. The filled circles are our QMC results. The dashe
line is the ZBM result withTK and the solid line withT0.
Multiple points appear wheny  0 since whenT0 . Tc0 the
distributions of gap states for positive and negativev combine
into a single peak centered atv  0.

with the experiments [13] and the ZBM result. However
while the location of the gap states is a universa
function of T0yTc0, the integrated weight also depends
upon the couplingls0d [increasing with decreasingls0d].
Furthermore, for fixedls0d, the spectral weight of the
gap states as a function ofT0yTc0 is not symmetric with
respect to ln2sT0yTc0d which is in agreement with the
NRG results [4]. WhenT0yTc0 & 1 and the impurity
ground state is a doublet, we find that the weight i
relatively flat. On the other hand, whenT0yTc0 * 1 and
the impurity ground state is a singlet, the weight increase
with T0yTc0.

FIG. 4. D0yD00 vs cp for different values ofT0yTc0. D0
is the superconducting gap parameter for the magnetic allo
superconductors andD00 is for the pure superconductor when
T  0.05.
3623
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To understand the asymmetry note from Eq. (6) th
any contribution toImDsvd at frequencies lower than the
gap will yield states in the gap, whether this contribu
tion is from the impurity [i.e.,2cV 2sssGdsvdddd12], or the re-
maining host portion of Eq. (4). At low frequencies whe
T0yTc0 , 1 both the real and imaginary parts of the off
diagonal impurity Green’s function have opposite sign
compared to the host result; i.e., the real and imagina
parts of the impurity gap function are out of phase wit
the host result. Hence the impurity and host contributio
to the gap states tend to cancel. WhenT0yTc0 . 1, they
have the same sign and tend to add. Thus, when the im
rity ground state crosses over from a doublet to a singl
it is accompanied by a phase shift of the impurity ord
parameter [14] and an asymmetry in the weight of th
gap states.

As cp increases, the superconducting gap parameterD0
and the transition temperatureTc for the magnetic alloy
superconductors are reduced from the values for the p
superconductorD00 andTc0, respectively. Figure 2 shows
that for small cp the initial reduction ofD0 is largest
when T0yTc0 . 1. In Fig. 4, we plotD0yD00 vs cp for
different values ofT0yTc0. For largercp the reduction
of D0 is again largest forT0yTc . 1, where Tc is the
transition temperature at that value ofcp. The steepest
slope of D0yD00 is obtained at larger concentration o
impurities for T0yTc0 & 1 and at smaller concentration
of impurities forT0yTc0 * 1. This may be understood as
follows: WhenT0yTc0 , 1, increasingcp decreasesTc

and thus increasesT0yTc toward 1, and hence increase
the pair-breaking rate. Therefore, whenT0yTc0 , 1,
the curvature ofD0yD00 is initially negative. In the
other regime,T0yTc0 . 1, the initial curvature ofD0yD00

is positive.
Note that the maximum initial slopejs≠D0y≠cdc0j

occurs whenT0 . Tc0, but the maximum initial slope
js≠Tcy≠cdc0j occurs whenTK . Tc0 [15]. These facts
are independent of the coupling strengthls0d. This
implies that D0 and Tc have different functional forms
even to the first order inc; i.e., D0yTc is not constant.

Conclusions.—Using a self-consistent QMC, MEM,
and a formally exact analytic continuation method [7
we have calculated the density of states for a dilu
magnetic alloy superconductor. We notice that the ma
netic impurity susceptibility has different characteristic
for T0yTc0 & 1 andT0yTc0 * 1 due to the crossover be-
tween a doublet and a singlet impurity ground state. T
gap states form at the center of the gap whenT0yTc0

snot TKyTc0d . 1 where the crossover between the dou
blet and singlet ground state occurs. Accompanying th
crossover there is a phase shift of the impurity ord
parameter, and the spectral weight of the gap states
a function of T0yTc0 is not symmetric with respect to
ln 2sT0yTc0d. As the concentration of impurities increase
3624
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the superconducting gap parameterD0 is reduced with dif-
ferent curvatures forT0yTc0 , 1 and T0yTc0 * 1. We
also find thatD0yTc for fixed ls0d is not constant but
a function of both the concentration of impurities an
T0yTc0 for a dilute magnetic alloy superconductor.
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